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the new samsung galaxy grand prime ve duos
(sm-g531h) is very secure and safe. you don’t
need a modded android phone to run apps,
use mods, and install apps in the new
samsung galaxy grand prime ve duos (sm-
g531h). as long as you have the right tools
and right knowledge, the new samsung galaxy
grand prime ve duos (sm-g531h) is a non-
modded android phone. no, the samsung
galaxy grand prime ve duos (sm-g531h) is not
a sequel to the samsung galaxy grand prime
(sm-g530). the samsung galaxy grand prime
ve duos (sm-g531h) is a brand new phone.
this is because the original samsung galaxy
grand prime (sm-g530) has some issues when
it comes to the phone, so the company
decided to release the samsung galaxy grand
prime ve duos (sm-g531h) as a replacement.
1. download latest kingoroot latest apk and
install it. you can also get it from our website
by downloading the kyr kingo root apk link . if
you have kingoroot already installed on your
device, tap the menu button to open the apps
menu, then tap the kingoroot icon. tap
settings > apps. tap the clear storage button
to empty the cache and data storage space.
some changes would be needed to the phone
settings for the rooting process. you may have
to enable usb debugging on the phone or
connect to a computer that is running
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windows, mac or linux. to do this, connect the
phone to a computer and tap "allow
debugging". what’s cool about this rooted
galaxy grand prime sm-g531h is you can
perform advanced functions without a rooted
device. for example, you can switch between
user accounts with ease and use root access
to improve your security.
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the front and back. thanks to the new
boomsound speakers, the ear-phone jack has
been upgraded to 3.5mm, with stereo sound

support. the device is powered by exynos
7420 octa-core chipset with gpu performance
of 3.0 ghz clock speed and arm mali-t880mp2

gpu with clock speed of 800 mhz. the chip
provides a boost of gpu performance up to
2.0ghz, while performance support of up to
2.55ghz, which is more than double that of
performance. the samsung galaxy grand
prime ve duos (sm-g531h) supports mali-

t880mp2 gpu with clock speed of 800 mhz,
3gb of ram, 32gb of internal memory, 16mp
rear camera and 8mp front camera, s-pen

support, and a fingerprint sensor. the device
runs on android 5.1.1 and is powered by a

2750mah battery. we’ve already covered the
details of the new samsung galaxy grand

prime ve duos (sm-g531h) and you may have
already have some questions about the

phone. i’ll try to answer as many questions as
possible so you can have a better

understanding about the new phone. here are
some questions you may have asked, so read
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